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Staying ahead of the game
We find ourselves today in the so-called ‘4th industrial revolution’ - the new industrial age
where digitization, interconnection, and data are providing new platforms, networks, and
insights into many of our day-to-day processes. It is also driving new business models for our
clients and we must endeavor to remain abreast of current developments.
Industry 4.0 brings with it significant changes, in the form of further digitalization of production
processes, supply chain logistics, and the introduction of intelligent automation. Our focus is
to understand our clients’ businesses, inside and out, and to deliver smart, digital, future-proof
solutions.
Engineering 4.0

Staying ahead of the game means having a pro-active approach. In this edition of Tebodin
World we feature a number of articles that illustrate how we are implementing this in various
locations. For example, we organized a mini-symposium where global players could share
their views on what Industry and Engineering 4.0 means for them. We also supported Great
Wall Motors and RondoCarton with their new plants in Russia and Romania, for which we
implemented BIM technology (3D modelling).
Offshoring

In the execution of our projects ‘teaming’ is a key to success; collaborating, making use of
available knowledge and making the most of our extensive capabilities. With our new
offshoring offices in Mumbai, India, and Lviv, in the Ukraine, we are able to deliver the same,
or, sometimes even higher quality, for a lower price. Offshoring is not new to our way of
working. Office Mumbai successfully supported our operations in the United Arab Emirates,
while the Lviv office has been providing BIM expertise to numerous other Tebodin companies
for many years.
Other topics covered in this issue include: fire safety, hydraulic modelling, our access to the
German market, the largest rice mill in the Gulf, PPG’s new silica plant, climat control in
Grolsch’ bottling line, LT Foods who settled in the Netherlands, and a cleaner-energy plant in
North America.
Early adopters

As consultants and engineers, our role is to optimally support our clients in achieving their
targets. Collaboration is key to it, and our technical solutions must be leading edge. As
engineering has always been one of the ‘early-adopters’ of new technology, it is natural for us
to strive to remain at the forefront of developments.
Hopefully the stories in this publication will provide you with some inspiration and insights as
to how we continue to achieve this.
Enjoy the read!
Niels van Rhenen
CEO Tebodin B.V.
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Frontrunner RondoCarton
demands 4D design
THE RONDOCARTON PRODUCTION FACILITY IN TARGOVISTE SETS NEW STANDARDS IN THE CORRUGATED
BOARD INDUSTRY IN ROMANIA, WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART MACHINES PRODUCING TOP QUALITY PACKAGING.
NOW THE COMPANY NEEDS MORE ROOM TO MEET THE GROWING INTERNATIONAL DEMAND FOR ITS
PRODUCTS AND IS ADDING A 15,500 M2 EXTENSION TO THE 2008 PLANT.
Parent company Rondo Ganahl has
appointed Tebodin as EPCm contractor
and expects the extension to be fully
operational by January 2018. For the
design, completed in 2016, Tebodin in
Romania closely cooperated with their
colleagues in Ukraine, who are
specialists in 3D design. Romanian
Country Director Ivo Rousar: ‘The
RondoCarton project required extensive
engineering knowledge to be able to put
together requirements for the building
design and to match it with constrains
given by technological process. We
involved specialist colleagues’.
2D-3D-4D design

Tebodin architects from various
countries put Rondo Ganahl’s ideas to
work with the use of the 3D modelling
program Autodesk Revit. This Building
Information Modelling (BIM) software
for architects, structural engineers, MEP

engineers, designers and contractors,
developed by Autodesk. The program
allows users to design a building and
structure and its components in 3D,
annotate the model with 2D drafting
elements, and access building
information from the building model’s
database. Revit is 4D BIM capable with
tools to plan and track various stages in
the building’s lifecycle, from concept to
construction and later demolition.
Mobilizing network expertise

‘The most challenging part of the
project was that we needed to
implement quick changes into the 3D
BIM model after principle solutions
were changed in the 2D
documentation,’ says Mr. Eugene Dolia,
architect at Tebodin in Ukraine: ‘We did
this through proper use of various Revit
tools and the mobilization of our
network expertise.’

Working with experts from different
offices through time constraints and
information gaps required intense
cooperation and quick communication.
‘Even in the short time allocated, we
managed it by good coordination in real
time,’ says Ms. Laura Istrate, architect in
the Tebodin office in Romania.
Forward-thinking

Rondo Ganahl Aktiengesellschaft is an
originally Austrian manufacturer of
corrugated board packaging. The family
business was founded in 1797 and now,
besides Austria, also has plants in
Hungary, Romania and Turkey.
The company shows its commitment to
long-term solutions and responsibility
through their dedicated production of
recycled corrugated case material, for
which they actively collect used paper
and packaging.

i Mr.
Aleksandr
Ivo Rousar,
Nikitin,
Country
Country
Director
Director
Romania,
Ukraine,ivo.rousar@tebodin.com,
+380 44 481 21 21, aleksandr.nikitin@tebodin.com
+40 21 311 71 86
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BIM beats complexity in design
for Great Wall Motors
‘IMPROVING LITTLE BY LITTLE EVERY DAY’ IS WHAT
DRIVES CHINESE CARMAKER GREAT WALL MOTORS
COMPANY TO GROW AND EXPLORE NEW HORIZONS.
SOON, THEY WILL BE ABLE TO BUILD AND SELL
CARS IN RUSSIA. WITH A PRODUCTION CAPACITY OF
150,000 VEHICLES PER YEAR, THE NEW FACILITY CAN
BE DESCRIBED IN A SINGLE WORD: GIGANTIC.
Established in 1984, Great Wall
Motors Company Ltd is China’s
largest sport utility vehicle
(SUV) producer. For the new
production facilities, the
company acquired a 229 ha
plot of land in Tula Oblast that
will comprise over 70 buildings
and objects in production, as
well as residential areas with
2,500 working places. Despite a
relatively short deadline, the
whole project - from concept
design and permitting to detail
design, fire-fighting solutions
and environmental impact
assessments - was thorough
and completed.

Tebodin engineers from 7
countries were involved, all
coordinated by the Ukrainian
office. ‘This border crossing,
expertise based teaming
approach is in my opinion the
only way to execute these
large and complex projects’,
says BIM Director Aleksandr
Nikitin. ‘In order to effectively
realize this approach, we
used BIM technology
(Building Information
Modelling)’.
One model for all

In view of the scale,
complexity and tight time
Teaming approach
schedule of the project, the
engineering and design team
The project is a good example took the strategic decision to
of teaming and involving
use BIM technology from the
Tebodin’s worlwide network
start. It allows to create a
experience and capabilities.
detailed 3D building design,
Besides different
based on the input of the
subcontractors, more than 100 different disciplines, in all

Aleksandr Nikitin

different stages – from
concept to detail design. It
decreases time on design
work, avoids clashes and
decreases collisions, and
provides real-time lists of
materials, specifications and
equipment. One model for use
of all.

project, it has proven to be
indispensable. We were able
to review live models in every
single stage, with both our
team and Tebodin’s. BIM was
not only very efficient, but
also very helpful in bridging
the cultural and language
differences’.

Indispensable

Aleksandr concludes: ‘BIM is
the standard for large-scale
and complicated project
execution. Based on our
experience on the Great Wall
project we see a bright future
for BIM’.

Great Wall’s Project Director
Mr. Dong Zhangqun: ‘BIM
was not a Great Wall Motors
requirement, but seen the
many advantages we
experienced in our complex

i Mr. Aleksandr Nikitin, Director BIM, aleksandr.nikitin@tebodin.com, +380 32 242 14 31
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A futureproof animal
feed factory
ANIMAL FEED MANUFACTURER ABZ DIERVOEDING HAS RECENTLY
BEEN MADE FUTUREPROOF WITH A NEW TANK PARK, WITH ROOM
FOR EXPANSION, AT THEIR PLANT IN EINDHOVEN, THE NETHERLANDS.
HIGHER VOLUMES AND QUALITY ARE EXACTLY WHAT THE FASTGROWING ANIMAL FEED MARKET NEEDS.
Animal feeds play a leading role in the
global food industry and feed is the
decisive component in ensuring safe
and affordable animal proteins. Global
feed production is fast approaching an
estimated 1 billion tonnes annually, with
an annual turnover of over US $400
billion.
Significant growth food production

The UN Food and Agricultural
Organization (FAO) predicts that the
world will have to produce about 60%

more food by 2050, and the International
Feed Industry Federation (IFIF) believes
that global meat production will double.
As farms grow in size and scope, feed
mills need to grow accordingly, and
adjust to trends such as slower
animal growth and reduced use of
antibiotics, as a consequence of
consumer demand for improved animal
welfare, especially in dairy and poultry
markets. The whole value chain is
involved in further developing precision
feeding.

Marcel Roordink
From scratch to completion

Mr. Marcel Roordink, Managing
Director at ABZ Diervoeding, explains:
‘In 2013, our local authority asked for
information on our zoning plans for the
coming years, so we sat down with
Tebodin to discuss our expectations
and desires.’ ABZ Diervoeding asked
Tebodin to ensure increased and
higher quality production, and
uniformity between its plants.
Master plan

‘The primary need was a rolling mill to
pre-treat our grains, which we built
first,’ says Mr. Roordink: ‘For the
second requirement, a wider variety of
liquids, we built a tank park, including
two pump rooms and an electrical
equipment room. The tank park is
located a short distance away to keep
plenty of space for future expansion,
and is connected to the existing plant
by a multifunctional pipeline and
pedestrian bridge.’ All future options
were described in a master plan for
the next ten years, which was
communicated to the local authority.
All in-house

Mr. Roordink: ‘We started from
scratch, with a sketch of the desired
situation, and ended up with detail
designs, permit requests, tendering,
construction management, and so on.
For us, as a client, it’s wonderful that
Tebodin has all those disciplines
in-house.’ In fact, Tebodin did so much
work on the plant, in 1985 and now,
that ABZ Diervoeding informally calls
it the ‘Tebodin plant’.

i John Horn, Region Director South East, the Netherlands, j.horn@tebodin.com, +31 40 265 21 74
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Better hydraulic modeling,
more reliable design
IN URBAN WATER JOURNAL,
TEBODIN’S HYDRAULIC MODELING
SPECIALIST BEOSONG (PAUL)
JUNG EXPLAINS HOW TO CHOOSE
THE RIGHT SIMULATION MODEL IN
THE DESIGN PHASE AND HOW TO
PROTECT THE PIPELINE SYSTEM
FROM THE DAMAGING SURGE
PRESSURE.
Tebodin wants to provide clients the
comprehensive guideline of hydraulic
modeling for more reliable water
transmission/distribution system design
and thus ensure safe and economical
operation and protect public health.
Waterhammer

A safe and reliable pipeline systems is
important to many of our clients in the
process industry, oil & gas and water
industry. One critical issue in pipeline
system is to protect the system from
excessive transient or water hammer
conditions. Water hammer is caused by
unwanted pump trips and shutdowns,
emergency valve operations, or
firefighting and then results in
equipment damage, pipeline leaks,

Paul Jung, PhD, PE is building up quite a reputation in hydraulic modeling.
He is an author of more than 50 technical articles.

hydraulic vibration and the risk of
contaminant intrusion. So it’s of great
importance to capture the unsteady
flow condition accurately and timely
and to minimize its effects. That all
starts in the design phase, with
choosing the right simulation model.

paper reviews four popular numerical
models of simulating transient pipe
flow. The specific use of each model is
strongly dependent on the level of
unsteadiness in the system and on the
accuracy, assumptions and limitations
of the applied mathematical model and
its numerical solution.’

Four unsteady models
Practical guideline

A good transient simulation must be
based on the right transient model. Paul
explains the proper use of transient
models in pipe flow modeling. ‘My

Water distribution system
modeling, Sharjah, UAE.

In Jung’s paper, the key practical
differences in the four transient models
are compared with respect to three
criteria: their physical attributes,
hydraulic predictions, and numerical
considerations of stability and
accuracy. A useful guideline for
determining the degree of unsteadiness
is presented and then linked to the
appropriate model. ‘The correct
selection of unsteady model is crucially
important, because only the right model
can lead to a valid simulation and
conclusion, which adequately evaluate
both system performance and the
ultimate cost of system protection’,
says Jung.

i Mr. BongSeog (Paul) Jung, Hydraulic Modeling Specialist, paul.jung@tebodin.com, +971 2 406 63 41
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Expert views on transforming your
business for Engineering 4.0
END 2016, TEBODIN INITIATED A MINI-SYMPOSIUM ON HOW TO TRANSLATE INDUSTRY 4.0 INTO
ENGINEERING 4.0 TOGETHER WITH GLOBAL PLAYERS PWC, AVEVA AND SIEMENS. A SUMMARY
OF WHAT OUR PARTNERS ENVISION.
PwC three main challenges

Responses from 2,000 industrial leaders to PwC’s Global
Industry 4.0 survey show that companies face three main
challenges in digitizing their operations. Firstly, how to design
the future digital business model to operate effectively in an
ecosystem with an integrated supply chain. Secondly, how to
use the enormous amounts of data stored on interconnected
devices for effective decision-making.
And thirdly how to add-in the people dimension. ‘Transforming
into a digital enterprise is not just about using the right
technology’, says Corwin van Heteren, Senior Manager
Industry 4.0. at PwC. ‘To stay relevant and remain competitive,
industrial companies need to build a robust digital culture and
attract, retain, and train digital employees.’
AVEVA collaborative ecosystem

One-off process plant projects are not only capital intensive.
By their very nature they involve huge amounts of financial
and business risk. To reap the benefits of digitalization and the
industrial internet of things, process plant projects need to be
executed in a far more collaborative ecosystem of
contractors, engineering companies, vendors and operators,
according to David Thomson, Head of Immersive Experiences
at AVEVA. ‘The key to success is clear consistent and
accurate communication through a digital asset. Advanced

digital product information models can support construction,
handover and operation on even the most complex
engineering projects.’
Siemens greater efficiency

The transformation to Engineering 4.0 requires investment in
digitalization and in attracting and retaining digital-savvy
engineers. But it will also bring substantial cost reductions.
‘Data and analysis tools for predictive maintenance and
diagnostics can significantly reduce OPEX during the
complete life cycle of a plant,’ Luis Horche, Siemens’
Business Development Manager Oil&Gas.
‘After implementing Siemens’ COMOS software on a tank
terminal project we have improved efficiency by 30%,’ says
Stefan van Doorn of Tebodin. ‘We need less manpower and
can adapt more quickly to changes. And because our
engineering data is always consistent, we provide higher
quality.’
‘The know-how and experience gained from digitalization in
other industries can be applied in nearly all processes,’ Jan
Prins, Director of Business Development Oil&Gas at Siemens.
‘Digitalization marks one further step into a new age for the
process industry, and a huge stride toward greater
efficiency.’

Image: AVEVA
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Engineering 4.0
Tebodin’s response to Industry 4.0
THE FOURTH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION IS ACCELERATING AND WILL AFFECT EVERY ASPECT OF INDUSTRY.
‘PLAYERS LIKE AIRBNB AND UBER HAVE ALREADY DISRUPTED TRADITIONAL BUSINESS MODELS IN THE
CONSUMER MARKET AND OTHER PROFESSIONAL SERVICES MARKETS. NOW THE TIPPING POINT FOR THE
PRODUCTION INDUSTRY HAS BEEN REACHED’, SAY TEBODIN’S MAURICE HOUBEN, DIRECTOR STRATEGY &
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AND AKE JAN VAN DER VINNE, DIRECTOR CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT.
Industry 4.0 refers to the
real-time interconnection of
hardware, software and big
data to form symbiotic,
digitalized systems and realize
full-scale optimizations.
Maurice Houben explains:
‘Machine-learning, machinemachine communication,
online detection, and
automated responses to
variances in the production
process are all features of this
new reality. In addition the
interconnection of data from
upstream, downstream and
intermediate logistic
processes allows optimization
of the entire value chain’.
(PWC expects that by 2020
Maurice Houben

manufacturing industry in
Germany will make an annual
investment of over € 40bn in
digitization and inter
connection, resulting in cost
reductions of 14% and
productivity gains of 18%).
With the introduction of
Engineering 4.0.Tebodin is
staking its claim in this new
reality. It refers to the
mobilization of digital plant
data to generate optimum
designs with smart
engineering tools.
Digital copy

The ‘digital copy’ is keyed as
one of the first important
milestones in Engineering 4.0
development: a fully
digitalized 3D model of the
real asset which is kept in a
database with all its design,
construction, operational and
maintenance intelligence.
Ake Jan van der Vinne
elaborates: ‘This digital copy
is continuously updated by
stakeholders during the asset

lifetime, to be used for
operational optimization,
design of modifications,
preventative maintenance
and operator training’.
‘Within five years the
information will enable
rule-based, parametric
designing with artificial
intelligence. In the near-term,
projects will be realized more
quickly and cheaply through
shared data hubs where
operators, engineering
disciplines, vendors,
manufacturers and
construction companies
exchange and manage
information concurrently, with
optimum consistency and
availability’, adds Maurice.
Big data

Given these developments,
engineers will have to adapt
quickly and fundamentally.
‘The ability to handle large
quantities of data in smart IT
systems will be a key job
requirement. Knowledge of

i Mr. Mark Vossen, Managing Director Netherlands, m.vossen@tebodin.com, +31 70 348 08 26

Ake Jan van der Vinne
algorithms to interpret big data
will be a great advantage.
Interface management skills
will become increasingly
important for online data
exchange with project
stakeholders’, according to
Ake Jan.
‘Tebodin is continuously
enhancing its digitalization
strategy and strives to be at
the forefront of developments.
We are in close contact with
customers, software suppliers
and consultants to define our
next steps on the digital road-
map, concludes Maurice.
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Gulf region’s major rice mill
inaugurated
ONE OF TEBODIN’S MAJOR PROJECTS IN THE GULF REGION – THE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF AL DAHRA
KOHINOOR RICE MILL – HAS BEEN COMPLETED. THE INAUGURAL CEREMONY WAS ORGANIZED AT THE NEW
MILL WHICH IS LOCATED IN KHALIFA INDUSTRIAL ZONE ABU DHABI (KIZAD) IN ABU DHABI.
The rice factory is one of the largest in
the Gulf region. It is built according to
Estidama requirements, which is a
widely known green building regulation
in the Middle East. The Abu Dhabi Urban
Planning Council – initiator of Estidama
– strives to have all upcoming
developments built according to their
standards to achieve a higher level of
sustainability. The Al Dahra Holding
chose to apply for a Pearl 1 status,
which includes meeting mandatory
credit requirements on resourceful
energy, precious water, liveable
building, integrated development
process, innovating practice, natural
systems.
Reducing water and energy
consumption

The rice mill with a production capacity
of 120,000 metric tonnes of rice per
annum, spans a total area of
approximately 100,000 m2. It covers the
full production cycle from pre- cleaning,
cleaning, whitening, milling, storing and
packaging to distributing within the UAE
and exporting to foreign markets via
Khalifa Port. Tebodin’s scope of work
comprised of detail design of the civil

Under the patronage of H.H. Sheikh Hazza Bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Deputy
Chairman of Abu Dhabi Executive Council, the inaugural ceremony was
organized at the new mill.
facilities, permitting, and construction
supervision services. The design and
selected building materials reduce
water and energy consumption, and
many outdoor and indoor provisions for
light and air quality improve user
comfort while reducing pollution.
Al Dahra Holding

The Al Dahra Holding is a prominent
leader in the agribusiness specializing in
the cultivation, production, and trading
of animal feed and essential human food
commodities. With an annual production
capacity of 2 million metric tons, Al

Dahra Feed Division caters for the needs
of the dairy industry and cattle growers.
The group owns and operates a large
portfolio of forage cultivation lands,
processing and baling facilities in the
United States, Spain, South Africa, Egypt
and Pakistan. It further operates a major
forage sourcing, trading and distribution
hub out of Italy. Through diversified
geographic presence, Al Dahra
continues to execute on its all-year
supply strategy, offering the highest
quality feed to strategic markets such as
Asia, the Middle East and Africa.

i Mr. Maxim Stovpnik, Country Director Industrial Buildings UAE, maxim.stovpnik@tebodin.com +971 456 72 700
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Hilton settles in Serbia
SERBIA WILL SOON GET ITS FIRST HILTON HOTEL. AS PART OF ITS EXPANSION STRATEGY FOR SOUTHEAST
EUROPE, THE WORLD’S LARGEST HOTEL CHAIN IS TO ADD BELGRADE ON THE LIST OF 30 EUROPEAN CAPITALS
WHERE IT CURRENTLY HAS A PRESENCE.
Hilton’s intention to move into the Serbian market was
made official through the signing of a management
agreement with Belaga Management Company in April
2016. Nestled at the confluence of the Danube and Sava
rivers, Belgrade is fast emerging as one of the hidden
gems of the European continent. The tumultuous nature of
the last two decades has meant that developers in the
hospitality industry have been cautious to enter the
market. However, the recent rise in popularity of the
Balkan nation has paved the way for big-brand and
boutique hotels alike to settle in Serbia’s capital. Dragan
Lazarevic, a representative of Belaga Management
Company: ‘We are honored to be partnering with Hilton on
this prestigious project, the first new-build hotel in
Belgrade for several decades.’
Five star development

‘Growing our presence in city destinations in Southeastern
Europe has formed a significant part of our regional growth
strategy, as Hilton Belgrade joins Hilton Worldwide hotels.
We are trading or in development in approximately 30

European capitals,’ said Patrick Fitzgibbon, Senior Vice
President of Development EMEA at Hilton Worldwide.
The new-build seven story Hilton Belgrade will be located in
the city's historic center and in close proximity to the capital’s
major sights. Housing 242 rooms over 7 floors, Hilton Belgrade
plans to open its doors in the third quarter of 2018. The new
five star development will include state of the art amenities
including a spa center and fitness club, retail space, and
event and conference facilities.
Construction challenges

The hotel’s location poses certain challenges for the
construction process, including limited space, dense
residential surroundings, and heavy traffic flow of the
adjoining roads. Tebodin has been entrusted with providing
site supervision services during the development and
realization of the project. ‘This is a very high profile project
and I am pleased that we will be able to use our expertise to
overcome the challenges that await the realization process,’
says Zoran Petrovic, Country Director of Tebodin in Serbia.

i Mr. Zoran Petrovic, Country Director Serbia, zoran.petrovic@tebodin.com, +381 11 313 24 65
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Flip-thinking on ventilation
DUTCH BEER BREWER GROLSCH UNDERWENT A
CHANGE OF OWNERSHIP IN THE SECOND HALF OF
2016: SABMILLER SOLD IT TO AB INBEV WHICH THEN
DIRECTLY SOLD IT, TOGETHER WITH THE ITALIAN
(PERONI) AND UK BUSINESS TO JAPANESE BREWER
ASAHI. ANYONE WHO’S EVER BEEN INVOLVED
IN SUCH A PROCESS KNOWS THE CHALLENGES
OF RUNNING THE BUSINESS AS USUAL AND
SIMULTANEOUSLY WORKING ON ALIGNMENT AND
INTEGRATION.
‘It’s an exciting time,’ says Ms. Susan Ladrak, Manager
Engineering at Grolsch. She is enjoying the challenge even
though it’s meant putting some projects on ice. ‘We expect the
integration process to be complete within a few months. In the
meantime, we are pursuing our sustainability policy, 2020
ambition and goals for 2017.’
Forerunner in sustainability

Susan Ladrak is responsible for water and energy reduction,
utilities, production automation, and strategic maintenance.
She is proud that Grolsch is a forerunner when it comes
to sustainability. ‘We have saved 25% on energy and water
since 2005 and are well on the way to achieving the
30% savings goal for 2020. About 23% of all thermal energy
we use is already sustainable resourced from our own
wastewater treatment plant via biogas and on total waste of
our brewery 99.8% is re-used. Our refrigeration systems are
close to benchmark and we are very good on Compressed
Air Production and Thermal Energy for Brewing. You could
say that we have picked most of the low-hanging fruit, and
now need specialist action on the more complex energy
reduction issues.’

Susan Ladrak
Passion for technology
‘I manage a team of men in a male-dominated business.
It is a very diverse group of people and I really enjoy
working with them. We are all passionate about
technology and about Grolsch. The Tebodin experts who
advise us are just as passionate about their specialisms.
That’s a great fit.’
Big energy guzzlers

Take the climate control system in the bottling line, which is a
large energy consumer in the brewery. Susan Ladrak: ‘This is a
very complex subject which lacks clear guidelines or
benchmarks in the brewing industry. Getting it right depends
on the type of installation you run or the types of ventilation
system. Running a brewery is what we are good at. In order to
improve the climate control system we needed external
specialist knowledge.’
When Grolsch asked Tebodin for advice some months ago,
Mariska van Dalen, Tebodin’s Senior Consultant Sustainability,
organized a ‘flip-thinking’ session. ‘In these sessions we define
a problem as a fact and then look at opportunities generated
when we forget existing rules, eliminate a part of the reality
and focus on what we want to achieve. We then structure all
the ideas in ambitions, principals, goals and select the
strategies to start working on’, explains Mariska.
‘Ventilation and building experts of Tebodin listened carefully
and helped us take a fresh look at the installations in place,’
says Susan. ‘They came up with some interesting - and
feasible - solutions. We gained new insights and an honest
evaluation of the options available.’

i Mr. Geoffrey van Elderen, Director Consultancy for North West Europe, g.vanelderen@tebodin.com, +31 70 348 09 11
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Growing closer to the client
in Germany
SINCE 2017 TEBODIN IS ALSO ACTIVE IN THE GERMAN MARKET, JASPER VAN DER KOOI, INTERIM OFFICE
DIRECTOR, GIVES AN INTRODUCTION.
‘The reason why Tebodin is setting up a
company in Germany may seem
strange at first sight, since our Bilfinger
sister companies already offer
engineering capacity to clients in
Germany. Let me make one thing clear:
we are not in competition with our
Bilfinger colleagues. We will be
working together, bringing separate
skills at different stages of the client’s
process. Tebodin’s special strengths lie
in the initial phases of concept, design
and consultancy. And in a different way
of thinking to other consultants’.
Thinking differently

‘There are three major points in which
we differ: first of all, in our approach
towards clients. Where established
engineering firms in Germany tend to
follow the client’s thinking, we actively
seek the discussion with the client from

the start to finish to a solution that
really works. Secondly, because of our
long experience in different market
sectors, we are able to offer our clients
the cross-over between these markets.
Lastly, we can offer the client
integrated engineering solutions with
other Bilfinger entities. This can be a
design and build project or an energy
performance contract, such as the
project we do for FrieslandCampina’.

Again, the same approach Tebodin
takes all over the world - combining
local knowledge with expertise from
international projects.

Existing clients

We still have a lot to do: marketing to
build name recognition for Tebodin in
Germany, recruiting and training
German engineers in the Tebodin
mind-set, and developing our own
insights into the business culture. The
goal is to appoint a local director this
year to lead further growth in Germany.
Meanwhile we are pioneering in a
highly developed market’.

‘In Germany we will focus on growth
sectors, starting with food and feed,
pharmaceuticals and chemicals. We
want to improve further on what we
offer existing clients in Germany like
Chemetall and Cargill and grow our
market share. We are busy recruiting
German colleagues who speak the
customers’ language in every sense.

My role as Office Director for Germany
is temporary, alongside my existing role
as Director Engineering in North
Eastern Netherlands.
Highly developed market

i Mr. Jasper van der Kooij, Interim Office Director Germany, +31 88 996 74 74, jasper.vanderkooi@tebodin.com
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PPG’s silica plant ready to
make tires greener
THE GLOBAL TIRE INDUSTRY IS CATCHING ON TO THE BENEFITS OF AGILON, PPG INDUSTRIES’ INNOVATIVE
AND ‘GREEN’ SILICA PRODUCT. WHAT ARE ITS UNIQUE FEATURES, AND HOW IS PPG MEETING THE GROWING
DEMAND? WE ASKED PPG’S PLANT MANAGER MR. JOS HUDEPOHL IN DELFZIJL, THE NETHERLANDS.
‘Agilon® is a patented modified silica,
developed by PPG Industries as a
reinforcing filler in rubber tires. Like
conventional types of silica, it improves
tire performance in terms of traction
and rolling resistance. In addition, it
reduces tire wear. What makes Agilon®
‘green’ is that during the rubber
production process VOC emissions are
reduced. Compared to conventional
silica, manufacturers can mix the
product with less additives. Agilon®
comes with all the qualities that this dry
mixing process would bring, and we
produce it in a wet process in our
specialized plant. Also, the improved
performance of the end product helps
to make cars more fuel efficient,
thereby saving resources and reducing
emissions.’ explains Mr. Hudepohl.

Growing demand

‘Our Delfzijl plant has been a ‘pilot plant
for PPG’ Silica Products since 1993, and
over the past few years Agilon® has
been one of the piloted products. Last
year we added a second production
line that increased our total capacity by
30%. We have applied several
innovations in the new line, such as a
fully separate wastewater stream and
pneumatic transport. A specially
developed skid allows for automated
routing. The materials and layout of the
conduits make them suitable for
Agilon® as well as for our other
products. The extra capacity is also
reflected in a new tank park, loading
facilities, silos, reactors, dryers and
packaging equipment.’

‘We are ready to play our part in
accommodating the tire industry as
it aims to improve its sustainability
performance.’

Mr. Jos Hudepohl

Challenges to tackle

‘There were two key challenges to this
whole project: the complexity of fitting
a whole new line into an existing plant
and time. The time aspect we overcame
through excellent collaboration with the
four contractors in design and
construction. We were able to keep a
tight rein on the process and even
re-prioritize in a way that allowed us to
start production some months ahead of
schedule.
3D modellling based on a point cloud
scan of the whole plant gave us a solid
base for an unusually smooth
construction process. The visualization
of the process alerted us to possible
conflicts.’

Tebodin provided engineering
services and overall project
management in this challenging
project, as it was a brownfield
project within an operating plant.
We managed and engineered
several different phases and
tight turnarounds to keep the
impact on the production limited.

i Mr. Wim van den Brink, Region Director North East, the Netherlands, w.vandenbrink@tebodin.com, +31 74 249 62 08
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Increasing global attention
for fire safety
A NUMBER OF RECENT INCIDENTS - FIRES IN HOTELS AND AT INDUSTRIAL SITES - HAVE INCREASED
THE ATTENTION FOR FIRE SAFETY CONSIDERABLY. GOVERNMENTS AND INSURANCE COMPANIES HAVE
TIGHTENED THEIR REQUIREMENTS. TEBODIN’S FIRE SAFETY EXPERTS ELAYARAJA SIVAJI AND PETER COORT
EXPLAIN THE GROWING ATTENTION ON FIRE SAFETY AND HOW COMPANIES CAN BENEFIT OF THE LATEST
DETECTION TECHNOLOGY.
The focus on fire safety is increasing
rapidly in the Middle East. Elayaraja
Sivaji, UAE Consultancy Director: ‘From
January 2017, all commercial building
designs in Dubai must comply to
requirements in line with updated UAE
Fire code. Clients ask us whether their
systems still comply with these new
and strict requirements’. Last year,
Tebodin executed several projects in
Dubai alone to examine entire fire
safety systems, including escape
routes, fire compartments, sprinkler
systems and detector coverage.

Peter Coort

Raja Sivaji

Part of the business model

‘Recent events have shown that the
choice for a good fire protection
concept pays off’, states Peter Coort,
Senior Fire Safety specialist in the
Netherlands. ‘It is now up to the
companies to tackle this challenge and
develop their views on fire safety.
Waiting for the fire department is
history.’ Peter notes that in recent years
a clear change of culture has been
taking place. ‘We see that companies
are more and more considering the
aspect of fire safety as a business
model, rather than simply complying
with laws and regulations. Companies

are increasingly calculating the costs
of a factory’s down time, should an
outbreak of fire occur. These are often
a lot higher than the purchase of a good
fire safety system. Our added value is to
make the connection with other risks
such as environmental, occupational
and external safety’, adds Peter.
Advanced technology

Sivaji: ‘For the oil & gas industry we
recently developed a 3D based fire &
gas mapping technology to determine
the risk of fire, combustible gas and

emissions of toxic gases to persons,
property and the environment. The
software utilizes algorithm calculation
for both scenario and geographical
based assessment. 3D models of the
facility show detector coverage,
multiple obstruction locations,
obstruction orientations and different
wind conditions. For new and emerging
businesses in our region like solar panel
or hybrid fuels sites as well’. Peter: ‘In
the Netherlands we gained relevant
expertise from a project regarding the
installation of a hydrogen tank station,
which we shared with Sivaji’s team’.

Gas & fire mapping studies

i Mr. Elayaraja Sivaji, Director Consultancy Middle East, raja.sivaji@tebodin.com, +971 2 406 62 73

Mr. Geoffrey van Elderen, Director Consultancy for North West Europe, g.vanelderen@tebodin.com, +31 70 348 09 11
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Nestlé: a global company dealing
with local fire safety rules
WHEN FOOD HYGIENE AND FIRE SAFETY THREATENED TO CLASH, NESTLÉ MIDDLE EAST,
TEBODIN AND THE DUBAI AUTHORITIES WORKED OUT A SMART SOLUTION.
Nestlé’s history in the Middle East dates
back to the 1930s, when the company
set up its first import office in the
region. These days, the company is the
world’s largest food company measured
by revenue. More and more, regional
markets are served by local production
facilities.

must be easy to clean.’ Regarding fire
safety, the design of the facility
complied with the NFPA (National Fire
Protection Association) code to ensure
that fire could be detected at an early
stage, escape routes were clear,
firefighting could take place unhindered
and post-fire production could be
resumed as soon as possible.

Food and fire safety
Tailor-made solution

One of the latest additions to Nestlé’s
production capacity in the Middle East
is a facility in Dubai. It was designed on
the basis of the company’s experience,
with stringent standards in place for
many aspects such as food safety and
fire safety.
Mr. Stefan Wijnhoud, Chief Engineer at
Nestlé Middle East: ‘Food safety
dictates that installations are
hygienically contained inside a building
that is closed to outside influences; all
building components and installations

Dubai, however, has an overwhelming
majority of highly populated residential
and commercial buildings. This is
reflected in even more stringent fire
safety regulations imposed in building
design by the city’s fire safety authority,
Civil Defence. Mr. Wijnhoud:
‘Compliance would imply that we install
a smoke management system that left
the building open in places and
included a system of ducts that would
be difficult to reach and keep clean.’

With input from Tebodin’s fire safety
specialists, Nestlé and the authorities
were able to work out a tailor-made
solution for the low-population
production facility.
Smoke extraction fans

All agreed that the original evacuation
plan was fully aligned with the
regulations and in keeping with this
type of low-population production
facility. In addition to this evacuation
plan the solution included a smaller,
simpler system of smoke extraction
fans and a very early smoke detection
system (VESDA). Mr. Wijnhoud: ‘Nestlé
upholds high standards in its global
operations. When these are exceeded
by local regulations, our policy is to
comply. In this case, we are very
pleased with the outcome of the
re-evaluation and the input from both
Tebodin and Civil Defence.’

i Mr. Elayaraja Sivaji, Director Consultancy Middle East, raja.sivaji@tebodin.com, +971 2 406 62 73
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Leading Indian food group
chooses Rotterdam
Leading food company LT Foods dominates the premium rice market globally. In fact, it’s
the largest rice specialist in the world. Recently, the company decided to conquer the
European market. LT Foods chose Rotterdam as their European foothold.
‘We offer a wide range of premium rice
and rice products’, says Project
Manager Jim Engelhardt of LT Foods.
‘Majority of our business is premium
basmati rice market but we offer a
range of value added products as well
under various brand names such as
Daawat, Devaaya, Royal, Ecolife. The
decision to expand to Europe is part of
our international growth strategy. At
this moment, our Daawat rice is already
available at some retailers, but our
ambition is to expand our reach to
every supermarket within Europe. That
is why LT Foods looked for a home base
in Europe to unlock the full potential of
its brand.’

infrastructure, and the port’s
warehousing and logistics facilities’,
Engelhardt continues. ‘At the Rotterdam
Maasvlakte, facilities have been
acquired to make rice milling possible.
We are moving into three buildings: one
for the milling installation, and two for
warehousing. We needed a building
permit and had an obligation to report
our activities for environmental
regulations. We looked for an authority
in these issues and ended up at
Tebodin. They did a good job and we
asked them to offer some civil design
work. LT Foods plans on starting
production in May and being in full
operation in summer.’

Excellent infrastructure

More Indian companies

‘We chose for Rotterdam mainly
because of the excellent location and

‘We are very pleased with LT Foods
setting up in Rotterdam’, says Business

Manager Agri-Food René Hanssens of
Rotterdam Partners, the promotion
organization of the city of Rotterdam.
Together with Port of Rotterdam and
the Netherlands Foreign Investment
Agency, they put a lot of effort in
getting LT Foods to come to Rotterdam.
‘We knew we had fierce competition
from Belgium and Germany, so that
makes it extra exciting they chose
Rotterdam. We are looking forward to
this strengthening of the Rotterdam
food cluster and will give them a warm
welcome. Especially because the
company will create 70 to 100 new
jobs in our region. As the Indian
economy is rapidly emerging, I am
convinced that more Indian companies
will follow LT Food’s example and set
up their European headquarters in our
city.’

i Mr. Lou Dost, Region Director West, the Netherlands, l.dost@tebodin.com, +31 50 520 95 66

Rob Glastra Fotografie

From left: Mr. Aditya Arora, Director LT Foods Europe, Mr. Ahmed Aboutaleb, Mayor of Rotterdam,
Mr. V.K. Arora, Chairman LT Foods Group.
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Clean(er) coal with Tinuum technology
New technology equipment projected in
the existing scanned environment.

12 YEARS AGO, A US TAX INCENTIVE ENCOURAGING EMISSION REDUCTION IN COAL-BURNING POWER
PLANTS WAS IMPLEMENTED, SPARKING THE GROWTH OF TECHNOLOGY PROVIDERS FACILITATING THIS
INITIATIVE. ONE OF THESE PROVIDERS IS TINUUM, WHO FOUND IN BILFINGER INDUSTRIAL SERVICES THE
ENGINEERING PARTNER TO EXECUTE THEIR VISION: ‘DEVELOPING AND IMPLEMENTING TECHNOLOGIES TO
ACHIEVE CLEANER ENERGY’.
Bilfinger Industrial Services
- collaborating with Tebodin
in the US - provides the
interface engineering
required to integrate Tinuum’s
reduced emission fuel
production facilities into
existing power plants. As
with most industrial facilities,
the main challenge is to
retrieve up-to-date as-built
drawings and data. ‘Some of
these power plants have
been operating for over 30
years, and accurate data is
not always readily available.
Using technologies such as
3D scanning and 3D design
tools helped us to increase
the accuracy and limit the
need for time-consuming and
operational disruptive site
visits. Also, it helped
communication and
visualization of the final

design with the client’,
says project manager of
Bilfinger Industrial Services
Mr. Wendell Perkins. ‘Being
part of a cleaner tomorrow
and supporting Tinuum with
safe and efficient installation
of their production facilities
all over the US has been a
great experience’.
16 projects, 10 states, 10
utility clients

12 years after the tax
incentive was initiated,
Tinuum and Bilfinger are still
teaming up implementing
TinuumTM technologies into
existing coal burning power
plants all over the US. With
over 16 realized projects in 10
states and 10 different utility
clients, the partnership has
proven to be successful

improving the environmental
footprint of the coal power
infrastructure in the US.
Reduced emission fuel

‘Tinuum believes in
improving the environment,
while supporting
inexpensive, reliable
electricity. We continue to
build our business and use
of our reduced emission
fuel,’ said Mr. Brian
Johnson, Vice President
Operations & Engineering at
Tinuum Group.

The company has three
pre-combustion coal additive
technologies designed to
improve boiler operations and
lower mercury and NOx
emissions. The technology
applies to different types of
boilers that burn subbituminous, lignite, or
bituminous coal, improving
boiler operations and
reducing emission of
hazardous compounds. Use
of Tinuum’s reduced emission
fuel helps clean the air and
improve a key source of
reliable low cost electricity.

Over the past several years, Tinuum has had the
following impact:
• 150 million tons of reduced emissions fuel produced
• 60 thousand tons of NOx reduced
• 4,200 pounds of mercury eliminated from the
atmosphere

i Mr. Hans Kleiboer, Managing Director North America, h.kleiboer@bilfinger.com, +1 636 391 45 04

IN THE PICTURE

Barbara Fetter
Junior Mechanical Engineer in Hungary

‘I work at Tebodin since September 2014. I started to work in
half time, so I could continue my Master programme on
today’s sustainable consumption habits. Since July 2016 I’m a
full time employee in our team achieved my Bachelor as
Energy Engineer in the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering at
the University of Technology and Economics in Budapest. In
these years I studied the possibilities of renewable energy
sources and energy efficiency solutions. I observed that
nowadays renewable energy sources in Hungary are not
common, however the geographical location of the country
would make the use of these sources possible. I think the
solution would be a further coordination of engineering
activities, project management and environmental protection.

If we want to find a solution for achieving a more sustainable
society, we should synchronise the responsibility of the
companies - their economic, engineering and marketing
activities - with the consumer’s habits, their expectations
and their part in the responsibility.
Engineering is at a crucial point in reaching sustainability
within companies. That’s why I decided to continue my PhD,
choosing ‘Enterprise aspects of sustainable consumption’
for my thesis. Tebodin is supporting my education, because
management believes this topic has the future. I hope that
I can use my new knowledge in my job to achieve a better
future.’

